Name of the Activity: - Industry Visit
Title/ Topic: - SaiDeepa Drills & Rocks Pvt Ltd
Resource Person/Guest
Date: - 10.11.2017
Key Points/ Highlights: Students has learned practical knowledge to various theoretical concepts. Such as plant layout, importance of cost management, logistics and supply chain management and

Summary: - The School of Business Management, AGI has organized an industrial visit to SaiDeepa Rocks & Drills Pvt Ltd. The visit was attended by 50 students from MBA II year accompanied by two faculty members. It was a very interesting visit as students have learned a practical knowledge to the theoretical concepts that they learn during their curriculum such as labour welfare, plant layout, departmentalization, logistics management and how to organize the things on time. The visit was also more knowledgeable to students as they have a practical demonstration of certain equipment.
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